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INTRODUCTION
The Dan River Basin is the headwaters subbasin of the Roanoke River, which originates in the
Appalachian foothills and discharges to the Albemarle Sound at Bertie and Martin Counties in North
Carolina (NC DWQ 2011). The Dan River Basin occupies the 3,937 square miles and 11,123 linear stream
miles of the headwaters for this large river basin. The subbasin has been separated into three 8-digit
Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) watersheds by the US Geologic Survey: the Upper Dan River, the Lower Dan
River, and the Banister River (see Figure 1). The river basin has 706.5 stream miles and 5,727 lake acres
rated as Impaired by the North Carolina Division of Water Quality (NC DWQ) and the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality (VA DEQ); over 7% of the Dan River Basin is impaired for human
or ecological uses (NC DWQ 2012; VA DEQ 2012).

Figure 1: Overview of the Dan River Basin

The Dan River Basin is geologically diverse, with four belts crossing through it (see Figure 2). It hosts a
variety of globally-endangered species and globally-significant ecological habitats, including the Roanoke
Log Perch (NC WRC 2012). It is almost entirely rural, with less than five percent of the basin developed
for towns and cities, and only one community (the City of Danville) falling under the jurisdiction of the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System’s (NPDES) Phase II stormwater permitting program.
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Most of the subbasin is forested, and hosts two North Carolina and three Virginia state parks (NC Parks
2012; VA DCR 2012). It is also a prioritized recreational area for both the North Carolina Mountains-toSea Trail and the Virginia Beaches to Bluegrass Trail that seek to provide hikers and cyclists a contiguous
off-road path from the Blue Ridge Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean (NC Parks 2008; VA DCR 2010; see
Figure 3). It is a recreational and drinking water resource, with Philpott Dam and Hyco Lake within and
Kerr Lake lying immediately downstream of the basin.

Figure 2: Geology of the Dan River Basin
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Figure 3: Major Trails in the Dan River Basin

Background of the Dan River Basin
Historically, industry in the Dan River Basin was largely based around forestry and agriculture, with
tobacco being the largest cash crop. Many of the farmers of the region were sharecroppers who were
frequently indebted to large landowners for the use of the land for farming. Conditions were such that
many of these farmers intensively developed their acreage for tobacco production, including
unmitigated clear cutting and the straightening or filling of streams, leaving just enough area for
subsistence crop production. Often, this exploitation of land and soil resources was still not enough to
relieve these farmers of their debt obligations, which was only enhanced by the industrialization of
tobacco production and increased consumer demand (personal communication with North Carolina and
Virginia Soil & Water Conservation District staff).
The arrival of the Danville & Western and the Norfolk & Western Railroads in the late 18th century and
early 19th century made it easier for tobacco to be grown, manufactured and sold from Martinsville,
Danville and Halifax. The railroads also made it easier for timber companies to move into the area and
harvest timber to keep up with demand in the Northeastern and Midwestern United States, where
forest resources had been severely depleted.
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By the early 20th century, tobacco production began to wane due to the consolidation of small, privately
owned farms and factories by companies such as R.J. Reynolds in Winston-Salem, NC. Workers also took
advantage of jobs in textiles and manufacturing that were more profitable than farming. The furniture
and textile industries took off with the increase in population and the establishment of Bassett Furniture
Company in Bassett, VA, the American Furniture Company in Martinsville, VA, and Dan River Mills in
Danville, VA. In North Carolina, industrial mills sprang up in the towns and cities of Eden, Reidsville, and
Roxboro (personal correspondence with NC & VA S&WCDs – see Works Cited for details).
Beginning around the 1970’s textile and manufacturing facilities throughout the basin started
outsourcing jobs globally. This, along with the decreased demand for tobacco, sent the entire region into
an economic slump that it has still not fully recovered from, with unemployment and poverty rates
almost always above the state and federal averages. Recently, there has been an increase in information
and technology-based manufacturing and energy production such as Times Fiber Communications and
Intertape Polymer Corporation, which make up a large part of the area’s industry along with agriculture
and forestry, which still remain predominant sources of income. Pittsylvania County is currently one of
the largest agricultural producers in the state of Virginia in terms of value (personal correspondence with
NC & VA S&WCDs – see Works Cited for details). The North Carolina counties are among the state
leaders in tobacco production – especially for burley tobacco – and otherwise rely upon chicken egg
production on many farms. These revenues, however, still place them statewide in the bottom quarter
of county revenues from agricultural production (NCDA 2011).
Perhaps the largest challenge to the Dan River Basin Watershed is that the Virginia - North Carolina state
border divides it. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) gives mandates to State environmental
agencies on standards and protocol for water quality monitoring based on their region. The Virginia DEQ
& North Carolina DWQ do not work across state borders. Virginia is in the EPA Region 3, whereas North
Carolina is in EPA Region 4.
As mandated, the VA DEQ’s water monitoring strategy is to have a monitoring station in every
watershed at all times but conducts no planning (Grey, personal communication). The NC DWQ
coordinates basin-wide assessments on a rotating basis and conducts in-depth bio-monitoring and other
strategies in those watersheds, but the monitoring network is less extensive than that in Virginia. In the
case of the Dan River Basin, this causes the methodologies used to produce inconsistent watershed
assessments. Due to an historic lack of correspondence regarding watershed and environmental
management in this river basin across political and bureaucratic boundaries, separate and sometimes
discordant management regimes have matured in both states and US EPA regions (Wilson, 2010). This
non-unified approach is ultimately wasteful, leading to an unproductive squandering of resources in
both states that should be dedicated to assessing and improving water quality conditions through the
Roanoke River Basin with coordinated, concerted monitoring, planning, and investments.
The presence of impaired waters in the Dan River Basin without high levels of development indicates a
historic degradation of water quality conditions in the river and its tributaries and/or persistent
agricultural or forestry non-point source pollution problems. Over 20% of the Dan River Basin’s assessed
waters are listed as impaired. High levels of turbidity, poor ecological habitat conditions, and low
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dissolved oxygen levels are leading causes of impairment listings in the Dan River. However, over half
(55%) of these impaired waters in the Dan River Basin are listed as failing to meet federal water quality
standards for E. coli or fecal coliform bacteria, an indication of the presence of fecal material from
human, livestock, and/or wildlife sources (NC DWQ 2012; VA DEQ 2012; Figure 4). There is a Total
Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for E. coli on the Dan River in Virginia that recommends reductions in
sources of up to 40% from wildlife and agricultural sources (VA DEQ 2007). North Carolina has adopted
a similar TMDL for fecal coliform bacteria on the Dan River Basin to address their sources of E. coli
contributing to water quality degradation as identified and assessed by VA DEQ (NC DWQ 2009). NC
DWQ has developed a TMDL for turbidity impairments in the Dan River that has determined that
reductions in non-point sources of sediment pollution will be necessary to restore supportive water
quality conditions to those waters.

Figure 4: Dan River Basin Water Quality Impairments

These TMDLs carry little regulatory authority in North Carolina due to the absence of regulated NPDES
municipalities in this rural watershed (NC DWQ 2005). In Virginia, TMDL compliance is mandatory as
determined by state legislation and legal decision, and the fecal coliform TMDL has been followed up
with actions by the VA Soil and Water Conservation Districts (S&WCDs) and the US Department of
Agriculture Natural Resources and Conservation Service (NRCS) (Wilson 2010).
Despite the valuable – if inconsistent – information provided by both Virginia and North Carolina
agencies, they fail to provide basin stakeholders with guidance on which watersheds are priorities for
further planning and investments. As a result, river basin stakeholders are challenged to prioritize such
efforts and investments using subjective and opportunistic strategies. Both states have recognized the
need to rectify this inconsistent management administration, creating and seating a Roanoke River BiState Commission composed primarily of regional elected officials and interest groups from both states
(NC DWQ 2011). An ad-hoc Roanoke River Bi-State Committee staffed by employees of the NC
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (NC DENR), the NC Department of Agriculture and
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Consumer Services (NC DACS), the VA DEQ, and the VA Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services (VA DACS) has been established in order to discuss and ideally achieve consensus and
consistency between the states in regulating and planning for healthy waters in the entire Roanoke
River Basin, including the Dan River Basin.
This project attempts to address the lack of guidance provided by either Virginia or North Carolina on
how funding and actions may best serve the water quality needs of the Dan River Basin of the Roanoke
River. Using a GIS methodology developed by PTRC staff for similar purposes in the Yadkin-Pee Dee
River Basin of North Carolina, this project assesses land use and land cover (LULC) data in an attempt to
anticipate the best and worst water quality conditions in the river subbasin (PTCOG, et al. 2010). The top
10% best and worst watersheds (as defined by the 12-digit HUC) determined by these assessments are
described in greater detail in the atlas featured in this document.
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DISCUSSION
Both the LULC models and the validation data used by this project need improvement. The models may
reflect existing land coverage and some of its relationships to watershed conditions, but their
sensitivities to rural landscapes appear to be partly muted, and currently fail to anticipate the presences
of either impaired or healthy waters. The validation data is based upon the water quality data collected
by Virginia and North Carolina and present their own unique limitations based on two sets of sampling
methodology, sampling objectives and limited resources (e.g., staff time & funds). Both the models
executed by the PTRC may have significant predictive value in regard to water quality conditions, but
the lack of consistent coverage or assessment protocols by the NC DWQ and VA DEQ makes any
conclusions premature.

Model Limitations
The LULC models used for this assessment are currently inadequate to anticipate the location of
impaired or healthy waters, as intended. This goal is based upon the use of a similar GIS-based
watershed prioritization project by the authors in the Yadkin-Pee Dee River Basin that had high
predictive value in anticipating healthy or impaired water quality conditions through an assessment of
publicly-available LULC data (PTCOG 2010). The top 10% of the watersheds selected for the Dan River
Basin managed to capture 12.6% of the impaired waters in North Carolina and Virginia, while they
captured only 9.1% of the “Healthy” waters (as defined by “Excellent” or “Good” water quality
assessment ratings in NC and Tier III status or higher in VA). None of the impaired streams in North
Carolina are captured by the priority stress watersheds, and only 4.3% of the healthy waters in North
Carolina are anticipated by the priority conservation watersheds in North Carolina. Ironically, all
impaired stresms are captured within the priority healthy watersheds, while more healthy waters are
anticipated in priority stress watersheds (6.2%) than the priority healthy watersheds.
The challenges of these models are perhaps highlighted best in the top priority conservation and stress
watersheds, Peter Creek-Dan River and Belews Creek-Belews Lake, respectively. Ironic to their
categorizations, the Peter Creek-Dan River watershed has over 3 miles of impaired waters and 1,387
impaired lake acres on the Kerr Reservoir while the Belews Creek-Belews Lake watershed has almost no
impaired waters. Some of this situation is due to the impairment ratings for PCBs and mercury, both of
which are legacy pollutants that persist due to bioaccumulation and their inert properties, reflecting
very little of current activities and pollution concerns.
The E. coli impairments in the Peter Creek-Dan River watershed represent the challenges of using a
LULC-based watershed prioritization model in a rural river basin. Sources of E. coli pollution can include
failing urban wastewater infrastructure (aka sewer systems), but, based upon water quality and
watershed modeling done for TMDL purposes in both North Carolina and Virginia, is more likely a
product of non-point source pollution from agriculture, wildlife, and failing septic systems (VA DEQ
2007; NC DWQ 2009). These considerations are not built into the models employed for this project,
which award rural land uses as having less of an impact upon water quality than developed areas. While
this philosophy is largely supported in the literature, greater consideration for any future simple
watershed prioritization modeling in the future will need to better account for rural sources of sediment
and fecal pollution. Lastly, this watershed was prioritized due to the significant investments in open
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spaces and recreational protection the local communities have taken as well as the high proportion of
floodplains, forests, and waterways with steep slopes in the region. The causes of impairment in this
watershed largely lie upstream. While the land uses in the local watershed are exemplary and serve as
a guiding model to the rest of the Dan River Basin, the local water quality conditions are not ideal due to
land uses upstream of this watershed.
Given these considerations, the conservation model may have failed to capture the watershed with the
most pristine water quality conditions, but perhaps, instead, identified the leading example of
stewardship in the Dan River Basin. The value of such an example to the rest of the river basin
stakeholders should not be underestimated, particularly in a watershed where stakeholders are
investing in environmental conservation as a potential economic resource. If anything, this discordance
illustrates the need for well-organized basinwide coordination and partnerships.
In contrast to the Peter Creek-Dan River watershed, the Belews Creek-Belews Lake watershed has
almost no impaired waters despite being the top priority stress watershed. This is again a result of using
LULC data to anticipate water quality conditions in a rural watershed where relatively small impacts to
land uses are represented as more significant to water quality conditions than historic conditions and
their persistent impacts. The Belews Creek-Belews Lake watershed is located just north of the cities of
Winston-Salem and Greensboro, NC, and has one of the fastest growth rates in the entire Dan River
Basin. It is a sensitive landscape of many tributary streams, floodplains, and steep slopes that is being
encroached upon by suburban development and may have impaired water quality conditions if this
development does not occur using sustainable practices. Due to its rural history and water supply
protection ordinances, though, it is has not been intensively developed.
It stands in contrast to watersheds such as those around and in the city of Eden, NC, where water
quality is currently impaired due to a history of high-impact development, stormwater runoff, and other
rural impacts. These watersheds, however, are in population decline and not within sensitive
environmental landscapes, largely due to the fact that they have been developed and lost many of these
attributes. Consequently, potential impacts to water quality (i.e. population growth) are more highly
valued by these models than the existing land use and its legacy impacts to water quality conditions (i.e.
“vacant” zoning that represents unused paved areas). In more urbanized river basins such as the
Yadkin-Pee Dee, this is less of a concern to the top priorities, but in the more rural Dan River Basin,
smaller changes to the landscape have large ramifications for the watershed prioritization process.
Out of an interest to assess the value of this project, and how its priorities and regional goals align with
statewide goals, the PTRC has compared the North Carolina priority watersheds determined with the
aforementioned methodology and compared them to the priorities of the Ecosystem Enhancement
Program (EEP) Targeted Watersheds and the NC DWQ Water Resources Improvement Team (WRIT).
The EEP is a NC DENR program with a primary mission to serve as a compensatory mitigation program
for the NC Department of Transportation when their projects impact streams and wetlands. The
program is obligated to mitigate these impacts within the same 12-digit HUC, and the Targeted
Watersheds are those that require immediate mitigation credits. The WRIT program has identified
watersheds that are priorities across multiple divisions within NC DENR and the NC Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services, including NC EEP.
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As seen in 33, there are several WRIT and NC EEP priority watersheds within the Dan River Subbasin, but
only one of them is coincident with the priority watersheds of this project. This is largely due to the fact
that many of the WRIT priorities are partly based upon policy and programmatic need rather than only
environmental and LULC data, as is this project. However, these state priorities are currently equally
efficient at capturing healthy waters as the Conservation model used by the PTRC. Within this subbasin,
however, they are more ineffective at addressing impaired waters than the PTRC stress model.

Figure 33: EEP & WRIT Watersheds compared to Analysis Results

The questionable predictive values of the conservation and stress models may have their sources in two
causes: the models and/or the water quality assessment data. The answer is likely due to both causes,
and raises the question of whether the water quality data is an appropriate validation of the models’
values for this project. The models are based upon the PTRC’s Water Resources and GIS staff’s best
opinion on how LULC can potentially impact water quality, based upon national and regional emerging
research and planning (Scheuler 2002). It is also nearly identical to the work that the PTRC did in
collaboration with two other North Carolina lead regional organizations in 2010 for the Yadkin-Pee Dee
River Basin, and which did have a high degree of predictive value using NC DWQ water quality data
(PTCOG 2010). That successful model was directly transferred to the Dan River Basin, but faced some
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data challenges unique to the communities with the Dan River Basin (i.e. Caswell County has no soil
survey data).

Data Limitations
Combining both VA DEQ and NC DWQ’s water quality data, 41% of all streams (4,553 linear stream
miles) and 18.5% of lakes (26,228 acres) in the Dan River Subbasin have been assessed for recreational
and ecological uses. Of these assessed waters, 17% of all streams (706.5 linear stream miles) and 22%
of all lakes (5,727 acres) have been determined to be impaired for recreational and/or ecological use.
Expanding these ratios throughout the river basin, it can be estimated that a total of 1,891 impaired
stream miles and 31,190 impaired lake acres can be found throughout the Dan River Subbasin, and that
6,570 stream miles and 115,545 lake acres have yet to be assessed. Based upon available data, it is
reasonable to assume that fecal material is the dominant pollution concern in the Dan River Subbasin
(Figure 5). In both states, many of these resources are focused outside of the Roanoke River Basin to
nutrient sensitive waters that are environmental and recreational priorities for the respective states.
Water quality assessment data for impairment determinations is better than that for healthy waters,
but neither is very comprehensive. Healthy water classifications are not mandated within the Clean
Water Act as impaired waters are, and, therefore, their designations are due to state- or staff-level
allocations of resources to identify and protect them, often for extrinsic economic purposes such as
trout fishing. Consequently, the dataset is not only small, it is skewed in the “valuable” waters assessed,
giving short-shrift to those that may have limited economic value. The North Carolina data also shows
an increasingly obsolete dataset, with most of the healthy assessments being recorded in the early
2000’s and most of the impaired ratings being made in 2008.
Due to an historical lack of funding and support by the NC and VA General Assemblies, neither the NC
DWQ nor the VA DEQ have enough funding to comprehensively monitor their waters and update their
records. This is particularly notable for the high demands upon staff time and resources required by the
assessment and ratings for fecal pollution and biological data,. The lack of political support for these
programmatic investments has direct negative impacts upon the States’ abilities to adequately rate
water quality conditions or to effectively address them (Wilson 2010).
North Carolina and Virginia each have their own unique water quality monitoring protocols and water
quality standards which leads to difficulties in determining water quality conditions in the Dan River, as
well as validating the models used here to prioritize watersheds for restoration and protection within
that river basin. As detailed in Comparative Analysis of North Carolina and Virginia Water Quality Policy
as it Relates to the Dan River Basin by Gray Wilson, both states have different approaches to meeting
the criteria of the Clean Water Act to maintain waters supportive of human and ecological needs and
uses.
The fundamental differences are:
•

Virginia designates six possible uses for waters: aquatic life, fish consumption, public water
supply, shellfish consumption, recreation, and wildlife; North Carolina designates five
possible uses: aquatic life, recreation, fish consumption, water supply, and shellfish
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harvesting, with recreation falling into the two categories of primary (i.e. swimming) and
secondary (i.e. boating);
•

VA DEQ does take into account citizen requests for monitoring on specific streams, and
monitoring requests are given more priority when the community as a whole stands to
benefit;

•

Virginia water quality assessment data is not dated according to the year collected, but only
by the latest date of record, making it impossible to assess the age of the assessment rating
and its relevance to current LULC and wastewater conditions;

•

VA DEQ does not use any parameter to measure the mass of sediment in its waters while
NC DWQ keeps regular records of total suspended solids (TSS) and turbidity, establishing a
turbidity water quality standard of 50 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU);

•

Both states collect data to estimate and identify sources of fecal pollution, but with
different protocols and standards:
o

Virginia collects E. coli data and North Carolina collects fecal coliform bacteria samples;

o

North Carolina requires any suspected pollution sites to be sampled five times within
thirty days (“5-n-30”) and show that their geometric mean is higher than 200 cfu/100
mL or that 20% of the samples are greater than 400 fcu/100 mL;

o

Virginia has two different thresholds that can cause an E. coli impairment: an one-time
violation of a 235 cfu standard or a geometric mean threshold violation of 126 cfu/100
mL from four samples collected within one month.

In both North Carolina and Virginia, the ambient water quality monitoring programs have historically
focused on large rivers and areas with known water quality problems and therefore there is limited data
available for smaller streams. In general, monitoring has revolved around known potential polluters or
NPDES permit facilities. In Virginia, smaller tributaries are only monitored when a TMDL survey has been
approved for that watershed. In North Carolina, biological data is typically collected every five years per
basin at selected sites. Additional biological samples have been collected for special studies, which
leads to an abundance of samples in one watershed vs. samples more evenly distributed throughout a
basin (Wilson 2010).
Virginia’s instantaneous E. coli standard has led to a greater number of stream miles impaired for E. coli
in Virginia than fecal coliform bacteria in North Carolina, which can only declare a fecal coliform bacteria
impairment by using a staff- and time-intensive protocol (Wilson 2010). This difference has resulted in a
TMDL for E. coli for 82 miles of the Dan River and its tributaries in Virginia. Unlike North Carolina,
Virginia requires a response plan for all of its TMDLs, and has been investing funding in reducing fecal
coliform bacteria inputs to the Dan River Basin since 2008 (VA DEQ 2007). North Carolina reciprocated
to this TMDL by developing a fecal coliform bacteria TMDL for its interim stretches of the Dan River that
were directly implicated in the Virginia E. coli TMDL and its water quality data (NC DWQ 2009). The only
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TMDL North Carolina has within the Dan River Basin is for turbidity, but Virginia has no data to
compliment this designation or any recovery plan to address sediment sources (NC DWQ 2005).

Challenges to Watersheds
Not explicitly discussed in the Project Atlas, the potential for uranium mining in Pittsylvania County, VA,
presents a huge challenge to the Dan River Basin. A proposed mining site at Coles Hill could potentially
exploit one of the largest untapped uranium deposits in the United States. While there is currently a
moratorium on uranium mining in Virginia (passed by the General Assembly in 1982 upon discovering
the vast uranium deposits) Virginia Uranium, Inc., has been funding a campaign to overturn the
moratorium. This would open the door for uranium mining at Coles Hill and elsewhere in Virginia. The
milling process that produces yellowcake also produces tailings that are stored near the mining site.
These extremely toxic tailings could percolate into the high water-table and make their way into the
waters of the entire Dan River Basin, and waters that many coastal cities rely on for drinking, recreation
and agriculture. Furthermore, this site would be the only uranium mine in North America located in a
hurricane zone, which could have widespread ramifications for the entire Roanoke River Basin (CELDF,
2012).
In response to this looming concern, the Town of Halifax passed the following ordinance:
“It’s called “The Town of Halifax Corporate Mining, Bodily Trespass and Community SelfGovernment Ordinance.” Its purpose is to protect the health, safety and welfare of the citizens
and the environment of Halifax by banning corporations from mining, by prohibiting chemical
bodily trespass and chemical pollution of the environment, by establishing strict liability for
corporate toxic trespass, by removing claims to legal privileges from corporations, and by
recognizing and enforcing the rights of residents to defend their rights and by subordinating
mining corporations to the people of Halifax. What this means is that if mining is done and
produces radioactive and bodily contamination in bodies, then the town has cause of action
against corporation and county and can sue. If a person finds isotopes in their blood, they can
also sue the mining corporation. This in effect criminalizes bodily trespass, and the town
would have the ability and responsibility to litigate” (Community Environmental Legal Defense
Fund).
Another challenge facing the Dan River Basin and referenced throughout the Project Atlas is the
presence of elevated levels of PCBs found in fish tissue, particularly in the Dan River near South Boston
in Halifax County, VA. According to the VA DEQ, these PCBs are legacy pollution from Westinghouse and
other manufacturing facilities, which dumped large amounts of waste in nearby landfills; over the past
several decades that waste has leeched into the Dan River, predominantly in the area just before it
enters Kerr Reservoir (grey, personal communication). The only actions to finally address these concerns
are extraordinarily expensive environmental remediation projects that focus on dredging contaminated
sediments from these sites and storing them at toxic waste landfills (Grey, 2012).
The Dan River Basin suffers from an underallocation of funds for improvement projects. The basin is
largely rural, and the low resident population in both states translates to lower levels of funding.
Conversely, the highly-populated Chesapeake Bay receives larger allocation of funds. This compounds
the lack of resources for a region already suffering an historic economic recession following the
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globalization of the furniture and textile industries and the decline in domestic tobacco demand. In
North Carolina, the Dan River Basin county unemployment rates are between 9 and 14%, and the
poverty rates are between 9 and 17%, with most people holding jobs either in the manufacturing or the
educational, health care, and social assistance sectors (US Census 2011).
The North Carolina Clean Water Management Trust Fund was established within the state budget by
legislation and has been a reliable resource for watershed stewards, but the current legislature has cut
its budget by over 90%, with little sign that its funding will improve any time soon (NC CWMTF 2012).
Conditions are more dire for other state trusts that have historically supported water quality and
recreational projects in North Carolina. These state-level economic woes make the value of the
planning and implementation funds within the federal 319, 205(j), and Healthy Watersheds Initiative
programs even more important than already established (Disclosure: 205(j) funds supported this entire
project).
This project provides guidance on which watersheds may benefit the most from local planning and
implementation efforts for both healthy and impaired waters. No local watershed plans have been
done within the Dan River Basin, despite several TMDLs and the evident need for such investments. The
need for and interest in such efforts was recently reiterated by the US EPA in its drafted vision for the
TMDL program (US EPA 2012). However, the US EPA’s 319 program is also increasingly reluctant to fund
local watershed planning efforts due to a lack of investment in their implementation. These needs have
been met partly through the NC Division of Soil and Water Conservation’s agricultural BMP program,
which has received about $1 million in 319 funds to address problems known and identified by staff.
This project has been successful, and will be expanded to Virginia this coming year, but it is not being
done with the watershed planning principles espoused by the US EPA TMDL and 319 programs (Hill,
personal correspondence). It is strongly recommended that the US EPA collaborate with both states and
perhaps the US Army Corps of Engineers to develop a local or comprehensive water quality planning
and implementation strategy throughout the Dan River Basin. Such an investment would (and should)
also inspire greater collaborations between the NC DWQ and the VA DEQ to align water quality
monitoring protocols and water quality standards.
The City of Danville and Pittsylvania County have several of the most highly stressed watersheds in the
Dan River Basin. This can be attributed to the higher percentage of developed property and
corresponding impervious ground cover, which creates large amounts of run-off. Though the towns and
cities of the Dan River Basin are currently small, in the past, they held larger populations, and still have
the residential and commercial infrastructures to accommodate more people. These houses and
buildings were mostly constructed prior to the Clean Water Act and many of its associated stormwater
runoff controls were required. Furthermore, by the time the NPDES Phase II program was developed
and implemented in both Virginia and North Carolina, most of the regional economic and population
centers had declined beyond the qualifying thresholds for these regulations (City of Danville, 2012).
Consequently, stormwater runoff is a significant but largely unregulated concern in all of these urban
centers, but particularly in and downstream of Danville, VA; Eden, NC; Halifax, VA; and Roxboro, NC.
Steps in both states are being taken to redress non-point source impacts, but legislation is often
targeted to specific water bodies and does not address needs in the Dan River Basin (or, indeed, most of
the Roanoke River). If stormwater management is to effectively occur in the Dan River Basin, it will have
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to be demanded at the local level and implemented by local governments. Until then, urban water
quality will not significantly improve. This is important in Person and Granville Counties, NC, where
(relatively) high population growth indicates that similar stormwater impacts associated with suburban
sprawl could degrade local water quality population conditions and contribute to eutrophication
concerns in Kerr Reservoir. Regulations in these counties have been implemented to redress water
quality impairments of Falls Lake in the Neuse River Basin (NC DWQ 2011). It would behoove all Dan
River Basin stakeholders to emulate parts of these nutrient management and rainwater runoff
mitigation regulations to protect and restore the basin’s streams, rivers, and, especially, Kerr Reservoir,
before more drastic (and expensive) measures are required.
There is also a need for continued preventative maintenance to municipal sewer systems, which could
result in the discharge of un-treated wastewater to the Dan River and its tributaries. In addition,
improvements to the wastewater treatment facilities should be evaluated to improve the effluent water
quality, and to address the needs of aging infrastructure, which is approaching 100 years in age in some
communities. The potential for un-regulated or unmonitored discharge of harmful byproducts from
industrial facilities in and around the City of Danville is also raising concern among water-quality
monitors in the Dan River Basin.

Assets of Watersheds
While being a highly rural area can be a challenge to the Dan River Basin Watershed, it can also be an
asset. The Basin has huge potential for recreational development and land conservation, which would
lead to the preservation of its natural resources. The unspoiled beauty and rich cultural heritage of the
area inspired the development of projects such as the Tobacco Heritage Trail, which is the centerpiece
for the Beaches to Bluegrass Trail that will connect the Cumberland Plateau and the Chesapeake Bay
(NC Parks 2012; VA DCR 2012). Other sections of the trail that will traverse the Basin include the
Danville Riverwalk Trail, Smith River Trail and several others being developed by DRBA. There are
currently river accesses on all of the rivers in the Basin that are able to be paddled and DRBA is currently
working to increase the number and accessibility of river access as well as trails through the entire
Basin.
Although challenges face the current and future water quality of the entire Dan River Basin Watershed,
there are many valuable areas of natural, cultural and heritage resources. “The Virginia Department of
Conservation and Recreation, in collaboration with the Virginia Tech Community Design and Assistance
Center, is conducting the study on nearly 40 miles of the Banister that run through Pittsylvania and
Halifax counties, and the town of Halifax [to determine if it should be declared a state scenic river].”
(Virginia Department of Conservation & Recreation). In addition, the Whitethorn Creek Banister River
area, which would be impacted by the proposed Cole’s Hill uranium mine, made Preservation Virginia’s
2012 Most Endangered Historic Sites list for 2012 (CELDF 2012).
The Piedmont Land Conservancy (PLC) is the regional land trust in North Carolina that covers most of
the Dan River Basin. They have been a lead organization in protecting lands, waters, and habitats for
ecological, agricultural, and recreational purposes throughout the river basin in North Carolina. In 2007,
they received a NC CWMTF grant to conduct a conservation corridor study on the Dan River in Stokes
and Rockingham Counties. The survey was relegated to the quarter-mile corridor on either side of the
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Dan and Smith Rivers, and “…identified nineteen unique natural areas as regionally, state or nationally
significant. Dan River Riparian Corridor Design Studies identified and set priorities for parcels in need of
protection and/or restoration to maintain and enhance the water quality of the Dan River. As with any
river, the quality of the Dan River both in terms of its water and the habitat it provides is impacted by a
variety of factors. Consequently, Piedmont Land Conservancy is partnering with several other agencies
and organizations including Dan River Basin Association, Natural Resources Conservation Service, NC
Plant Conservation Program, NC Department of Parks and Recreation to protect and improve the
ecological function of the Dan River Watershed.” (PLC 2012 )

Management Strategies
As advised in Mr. Gray Wilson’s paper on the differences between the two states’ water quality
monitoring regimes and response policies, a uniform water quality monitoring protocol and response
plan is recommended for the entire Roanoke River Basin, or at the least, the headwater subbasin of the
Dan River. Consistent data is the basis for any scientifically-based environmental protection of these
waters, and should be the basis for all watershed and water quality management efforts in the basin. It
will be increasingly important to employ a defensible, rational, and consistent management strategy for
these waters as federal and state support dwindles and/or water quality conditions deteriorate further.
Despite funding limitations, adoption of either uniform water quality sampling methodologies,
standards, and/or an equivalence calculator that makes the different monitoring methodologies
comparable is possible, and is immediately recommended to align the monitoring of fecal materials and
their sources throughout the river basin. Virginia should begin monitoring sediment levels either by
measuring TSS and/or turbidity immediately. Such data will only enhance and support its compliance
strategy for the E. coli TMDL, addressing sediment-bound fecal material (VA DEQ 2007).
Virginia has already invested many more resources in the Dan River Basin with dozens of monitoring
stations on the River and its tributaries, than North Carolina, which has eight stations for its entire share
of the river basin Wilson 2010). These investments must be complimented within North Carolina, either
through the expansion of its ambient monitoring station network and/or more direct water quality
sampling. There is a need for an increase in water quality monitoring sites in the rural areas of the Dan
River Basin, especially on smaller tributaries. Generally, highly forested areas are not thought of as
being in critical need of water monitoring sites. However, the watershed assessments contained in this
document suggest that livestock production and perhaps failing septic systems are having a large impact
on water quality in even the most rural areas of the Basin.
Recreation plays a large role in bringing public awareness to water quality issues. When people spend
more time immersed in their natural resources, they foster a larger appreciation for those resources
and a willingness to protect them. Projects such as the Tobacco Heritage Trail, and its role in the
Beaches to Bluegrass Trail, should be supported and encouraged. DRBA is currently coordinating a
number of trail and river access development projects and there are many more planned. When
considering this type of recreational development, DRBA should consider the need for more
connectivity between Virginia and North Carolina sections of the watershed.
Both states have exemplified leadership for watershed stewardship from their Divisions of Soil & Water
Conservation (DSWC). The NC DSWC pursued and was awarded 319 program water quality grants in
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2008 and 2012. These funds ($399,900 in 2008 and $295,000 in 2012) are dedicated to the
administration and implementation of agricultural BMPs such as livestock exclusion fencing, riparian
buffer restoration, and re-watering systems to enhance the health of aquatic buffers and attenuate the
flow of sediment and fecal material into these waters. The grant projects have been extraordinarily
successful, with 37 BMPs being put on the ground at an average cost of $7,500. A new phase of this
project will extend the program to Virginia following significant coordination and alignment of programs
and goals amongst SWCD agents in both states (Hill 2012). These efforts and their success serve as a
guiding example of the cooperation and consistency across the state line that will be necessary for
successful watershed management and rehabilitation. The DSWCs have also demonstrated their
abilities to provide leadership, hosting meetings with local, regional, and state stakeholders on
developing a coherent, consistent strategy for managing regulation, monitoring, and management of
the Dan River Basin.
The Dan River Basin Association (DRBA) is the only bi-state organization that deals with the basin’s
water quality issues in both Virginia and North Carolina. DRBA could and perhaps should serve as a
liaison between the other entities when discussing strategies for implementing uniform water quality
monitoring standards and protocols to improve the overall accuracy of watershed assessment findings.
DRBA could potentially organize citizen groups and municipalities to request and support additional
monitoring in areas of the watershed that they feel are most threatened, with guidance from this
project. If successful, the data collected could lead to more in-depth analysis of water quality conditions
by the VA DEQ and NC DWQ. As a part of this initiative, DRBA could form partnerships between private
landowners and the local, state, and national public and non-profit organizations in order to gain
permission to place monitoring stations on private property, which may grant a more in-depth analysis
of conditions.
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SUMMARY
This project did not deliver results that were hoped for by the authors. However, the priority
watersheds identified in this document are still recommended as actionable priorities for all Dan River
Basin stakeholders (including those at state and federal levels). For, while existing data questions the
predictive values of both the Conservation and Stress LULC models, without current water quality data
that more comprehensively and consistently cover the Dan River Basin of both states, it is difficult to
draw conclusions on whether the model or the validation dataset is less representative of current water
quality conditions. In that regard, there is no reasonable evidence to discount the models’ values and
the Project Atlas the best available guide for basin stakeholders to prioritize watersheds for
conservation and restoration investments. Indeed, these models and this atlas may prove to be a
guidance tool that leads to planning and investment projects that better confirm its conclusions and
recommendations.
This report demonstrates the challenges of watershed management in the very rural, but largely
impaired, Dan River Basin. The basin’s waters are still recovering from the legacies left by industries
such as textile production and agriculture that intensively used the land and water resources for profit
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The effects of globalization have left this region
with few financial resources to address these legacy issues as well as the current stresses of
urbanization and rural non-point sources concerns. These challenges are compounded by the of the
Dan River Basin’s division by the North Carolina-Virginia state line and the US EPA regional boundary,
leaving local stakeholders with a lack of administrative and regulatory consistency.
Despite these challenges, the Dan River Basin holds a number of treasures that could deliver it
prosperity. The basin has been the site of substantial investments in greenway and hiking trail
development in both North Carolina and Virginia, particularly as a key section of the Virginia Bluegrassto-Bay Trail and the North Carolina Mountains-to-Sea Trail. The City of Danville, VA, and the Virginia
State Parks system have also invested heavily in conservation easements and land protection on the
Dan River and Kerr Reservoir (NC Parks 2012; VA DCR 2012). The rural river basin is home to a number
of endangered species, and holds great promise as an ecotourism hub. It also has an established
industrial infrastructure with underutilized utilities and space that could readily accommodate new
businesses. Perhaps most importantly, the Dan River Basin Association has established a presence as a
resource and leader in watershed investments and restoration, filling many of the administrative gaps
left by the two states in this river basin.
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Appendix A
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Clark, Paul
Cy Stober
Manning, Jeff; Munger, Bridget; Williams, Melanie; Behm, Pamela
Dan River Basin Restoration 205j grant project
Wednesday, May 09, 2012 12:06:59 PM

Cy,
Hi. A group of DWQ staff had the opportunity to review the latest quarterly report for the above
referenced project. We understand that the project is underway and that it is very similar to the
Yadkin Pee Dee project that was completed at the end of 2010. However, we have some questions
regarding the project. Please note that we can follow this email with a phone call, but the email
serves as a ‘headsup’ of our questions/concerns.
It appears that the variables used in the Dan River project are similar to those used in the Yadkin Pee
Dee project. The review team wondered why an impaired waters layer was not used as part of the
stress layers. We also thought it would be helpful to account for level of local support interest in
watersheds and that this information could perhaps be used in both conservation and stress
analyses. Finally, we learned from Nora Deamer (who is participating in the Upper Cape Fear work
group) that is sounds like input from this stakeholder process may be used/incorporated into the
previous studies Dan and Yadkin Pee Dee so that these analyses would be rerun. Is this correct? We
would support that idea.
Cy, back in February, you may remember that I was surprised at the results of the previous analysis
for Dan River. You responded to my inquiry (see actual text of 2/17/12 email following this email)
and stated that there was additional work/validation that had to be done. Although there are
differences between the earlier analysis results and the most recent results (indicating add’l work
has been done ?), I’m still surprised at the results. For example, none of the Eden area watersheds
were prioritized as a result of analyses.
One additional minor point is that it appears that NLCD 2006 was used for Low Impervious Surface
Cover, but NCLD 2001 used for High Forest Cover. Is this correct or a typo?
Jeff is holding the invoice until some of these concerns/questions are addressed. Please feel free
to contact me either at my work phone (919) 807-6443 or my cell phone (919) 649-3130. I’ll be
attending a meeting this afternoon, but may be able to step out of the meeting and discuss some
concerns.
I’m copying other members of the project review team to ensure that I covered main points.
Thanks again Cy for the work you and your team are doing.
Paul
Please note new email address: paul.clark@ncdenr.gov
Paul B. Clark
Environmental Program Consultant
Basinwide Unit
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Planning Section
Division of Water Quality
(919) 807-6443
“E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records
Law and may be disclosed to third parties”

P
Before printing this email, please consider your budget and the environment.
If you must print, please print only what you need and save ink with the free Eco-Font .

From: Cy Stober [mailto:cstober@ptrc.org]
Sent: Friday, February 17, 2012 12:09 PM
To: Clark, Paul
Subject: RE: Dan River Stress/Conservation Assessment

Hi Paul –
Yes, there are some surprises with the model’s output. We have not yet validated it with impaired
waters and HQW data so see if it is an accurate approach. There are some inconsistencies with the
counties’ data that affect the model output. Namely, there are a couple of VA counties that are
almost entirely made up of erodible soils and steep slopes. All of our selection criteria are attached
to this e-mail. I will have more info following validation. Let me know if you have any questions in
the meantime.
Cy Stober
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